Leading Radiant Panel
Manufacturer Since
Early 1930’s

Multi Service Radiant Panels

Integrated Building Services and Heating Solutions
Frenger pioneered radiant heating in the early 1930’s and has
been a market leader in the design and supply of bespoke
heating solutions for many decades.
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Today Frenger offers a wide range of high performance radiant
Foil Encapsulated Acoustic
heating panels designed to suit virtually all types of buildings, Insulation behind Perforated Region
Water Connection
from large warehouses to small day-care centres.
Radiant heating affords an extremely comfortable indoor environment as it
focuses on the areas where it is most required - the coolest items in the room.
The system can be easily modified to suit changes to the wall or floor layout
making them a flexible heating solution.
Multi Service Radiant Panels (MSRP’s)
Using a combination of Radiant Panel and MSCB technology, Frenger’s
Acoustic, Lighting and Heating Rafts, otherwise known as Multi Service
Radiant Panels (MSRP’s) are a free hanging radiant heating panel which
may also have options of lighting and/or acoustic sound absorbing
properties.
An ideal solution for schools, youth centres and universities, other services
can also be incorporated such as apertures for sprinkler heads, compartment
trunking for other electrical services, apertures for PA and VA speakers plus
lighting control, PIR, Photocells and other building services which are 100%
pre-fabricated off site in a controlled factory environment.
Virtually any type of lighting solutions such as direct only, indirect only,
combination of direct/indirect either from the same or different source can
be accommodated and are designed, manufactured and safety tested in
house. The performance testing of Heating, Lighting and Acoustic solutions
are also carried out in Frenger’s in house Climatic, Photometric and Acoustic
Laboratories and Frenger also make use of third party acoustic testing for
independent verifications and accreditations.
Design Options
The following building services can be integrated within Frenger MSRP’s:
• Heating
• Direct LED lighting • LED Up-lighting
• Acoustic insulation • Sprinklers
• Emergency LED Lighting
• Control valves
• Smoke detectors • Electrical Compartmentation
• Lighting sensors • PA / VA Speakers • Distribution water pipes

Direct LED
Lighting

PIR Sensor
Indirect Lighting via Diffuser
on top side of MSRP
Various Different Lighting Optics
available for LED Lighting
Smoke Detector

Radiant Heating Solutions
Frenger cater for a wide variety of different environments with a range of
radiant heating products in addition to MSRP’s, these products include:
• NOMS approved, robust steel Prison panels
• High performance EcoStrip panels, suitable for large industrial buildings
and sports halls
• Flat faced Modula panels designed to integrate into ceiling grid systems,
ideal for healthcare environments and schools
• Electric products which supply comfortable heating for various applications

For further information on Multi Service Radiant Panels or to learn about our
other product ranges please visit www.frenger.co.uk

